
How to Make a Large Wedding Intimate
 

Large weddings usually lose the intimacy of the occasion. And you wouldn’t want that to

happen. More than letting your guests feel welcome, you want them to feel the love the

occasion is supposed to stir up so that it will be easy for us, your Gold Coast wedding

photographer of choice, to capture heartfelt moments all throughout the ceremony. Here are

some things that will make your large wedding feel intimate. 

 

Romantic Lighting. Depending on the venue, romantic lights conjure that feeling of intimacy.

Let romantic lighting, from candles to string lights to paper lanterns, induce romance and love

as these make the largest of venues feel cosy.  

 

Seating Arrangements. A tried and tested idea is having your guests share a table with

people they haven’t met yet. This will open conversations about how they know you and your

partner, aside from having your guests make new connections. 

 

Guest Involvement. Have your guests, friends and loved ones, get involved in your large

wedding. The most common way to do this is through guest speeches or candle lighting.

There are creative ideas that you might want to consider, like ring warming or lighting a unity

candle. 

 

Personalised Notes. Aside from a personalised “thank you” note for the wedding gifts, it’s a

great idea that you have a personalised note on the escort cards. Your guests will feel very

special receiving a handwritten note, and they will feel more included during the event. 

 

A Lounge Area. Comfortable couches and lounge chairs are a big hit during weddings. Have

a devoted lounge space where your guests can mingle. It can also double as an area for a

photo op. 

 

There are many other clever ways of making a large wedding intimate, but the ones

mentioned above are designed to make your guests feel relaxed and ready to be captured at

their most candid moments with you and your partner by Sam Wyper, your preferred Gold

Coast wedding photographer.  

 

If you are interested in this subject please visit Gold Coast Wedding Photographer. 
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